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Abstract

We consider the problem of recognizing whether a given binary string of length n is equal

�up to rotation� to the input of an anonymous oriented ring of n processors� Previous

algorithms for this problem have been �global� and do not take into account �local�

patterns occurring in the string� In this paper we give new upper and lower bounds on the

bit complexity of string recognition� For periodic strings� near optimal bounds are given

which depend on the period of the string� For Kolmogorov random strings an optimal

algorithm is given� As a consequence� we show that almost all strings can be recognized

by communicating ��n logn� bits� It is interesting to note that Kolmogorov complexity

theory is used in the proof of our upper bound� rather than its traditional application to

the proof of lower bounds�



� Introduction

There have been several studies in the literature concerning the construction of communi�

cation e�cient algorithms for computing functions on anonymous rings 	
� �� �� � �� 

��

as well as on more general anonymous networks� like tori 	��� hypercubes 	��� Cayley net�

works 	��� etc� In general� studies of the bit complexity of computing boolean functions of

the inputs mainly resort to input collection before determining the output of the boolean

function�

In particular� Attiya� Snir and Warmuth 	�� showed that all the functions that are

computable on an anonymous asynchronous ring of processors� can be computed using

O�n�� messages �one bit message if the functions are boolean� using input collection�

They also proved that every algorithm that computes the minimum of all inputs �the OR

function in the boolean case�� requires ��n�� messages� i�e�� the bounds in this case are

tight� Furthermore� they showed that almost all boolean functions on n variables require

��n�� bits to compute� On the other hand� Moran and Warmuth 	

� gave an ��n logn�

lower bound for computing any non�constant function and presented functions �derived

from a recursive application of de Bruijn sequences� with an O�n log n� bit complexity�

In this paper we further investigate the bit complexity of computing boolean functions

on an anonymous ring by concentrating on an interesting class of functions related to the

problem of recognizing an input as being equivalent up to rotation to a �xed string� These

functions are shown to exhibit behavior opposite to what was described above� i�e�� almost

all such functions can be computed using O�n logn� bits and functions requiring ��n��

bits are the exception� not the rule�






��� Results of the paper

Let x � x�x� � � � xn��� y � y�y� � � � yn�� � f�� 
gn be binary strings of length n and suppose

that for each i � �� � � � � n� 
 the i�th processor of an anonymous ring knows the i�th bit

yi of y as well as the entire string x� In the string recognition problem all the n

processors recognize whether the input string y is a cyclic shift of the string x or not�

We can reformulate our problem in terms of boolean functions� For any string x �

f�� 
gn de�ne the boolean function fx � f�� 
gn � f�� 
g as follows�

fx�y� �

�����
����


 if y is a cyclic shift of x

� otherwise�

Clearly� being invariant under cyclic shifts� the function fx is computable in the oriented

anonymous ring 	��� We are interested in determining the bit complexity of computing

fx�y��

The input collection algorithm of Attiya� Snir and Warmuth 	�� implies that for every

x� fx�y� can be computed using O�n�� bits� Such an algorithm is �global�� in the sense

that the same algorithm is executed independent of x and y� In this paper� we provide

more e�cient algorithms by exploiting periodicities� Let x have period k� i�e�� x � wtv�

t � 
� jwj � k� v is a pre�x of w� and k is minimum� If v � �� the null string� then we

give an O�nk � n�

k � upper bound and ��n logn� n�

k � lower bound� If v �� � then we give

an O�nk � n logn� upper bound and ��n logn� lower bound�

Further� we show that almost all strings can be recognized using ��n log n� bits� Our

upper bound is an interesting application of Kolmogorov complexity theory which has

traditionally been used to show lower bounds� From an intuitive point of view� Kolmogorov

complexity theory deals with the amount of information that a string contains 	
�� 
���

�



This quantity can be calculated in terms of the size of the shortest program that computes

the string� For a random string x of length n� the length of its shortest program is very

close to n� with high probability� A string with this property is called incompressible� We

use this fact to derive an upper bound of O�n logn� bits for almost all strings� by showing

that if no e�cient algorithm exists to recognize a string then a short program exists to

compute the string� contradicting its incompressibility�

��� Preliminaries

As our model of computation we consider the standard anonymous� asynchronous� ring

of n processors 	��� The size n of the ring is known to the processors� and initially each

processor is given a single bit of y as well as a string x of length n� By anonymity� we

mean that the processors execute the same algorithm given the same data� At the end of

the computation� it is desired that all the processors determine correctly whether or not

the input string y is a rotation of the input string x�

In the proofs below we further assume that the ring is oriented� i�e�� the processors

can distinguish in a �globally consistent� manner their left from their right neighbour�

Nevertheless� all our results are valid for unoriented rings with only minor modi�cations

in the de�nitions and the statements of the results�

Let n be the number of processors and let � � i � n denote the i�th processor�

If yp is the input to processor p then hyp � p � ni denotes the network input� The right

�respectively� left� k�neighbourhood of processor p is the sequence of bits hyp�i � � � i � ki

�respectively� hyp�i � � � i � ki�� where the operations ��� �as well as all the other later

de�ned operations on strings� are performed modulo n�

�



Before we proceed with the description of our algorithms we give some necessary

de�nitions�

De�nition ��� Call u �respectively� v� a pre�x �respectively� su�x� of the string x� if

x � uv for some string v �respectively� u�� the pre�x �respectively� su�x� is called proper

if it is not equal to x� For any string x of length n let the period of x be the smallest

integer k � n such that for some strings w� v we have that� w has length k� v is a

pre�x of w� and x � wbn�kcv� For any string u� let juj denote its length� Given a string

x � x�x� � � � xn�� of length n� let x � s � x�x� � � � xs�� denote the �rst s bits of x� and

x�r� � xrxr�� � � � xn��x�x� � � � xr�� the r�th rotation of x� St
x is the set of all the di	erent

length t� t � n� substrings of x�r�� r � �� � � � � n� 
� i�e�� St
x � fx�r� � t j r � �� � � � � n� 
g�

De�nition ��� Given a string x of length n� a programming language S� let KS�x� denote

the length of the minimum program that outputs x using S� i�e�� KS�x� � minfjpj � p is a

program in S� and S�p� � xg�

From now on K�x� refers to the Kolmogorov complexity of x with respect to an optimal

method of speci�cation S� i�e�� a method whose complexity di�ers by at most a constant

from other methods that compute x� If K�x� � jxj � O�log jxj� we say that the string x

is Kolmogorov random� It is easy to derive the fact that almost every string of a given

length is Kolmogorov random� To simplify our presentation we assume from now on that

the string x is Kolmogorov random if K�x� � jxj � log jxj� In particular� this implies that

a string of length n is Kolmogorov random with probability at least 
� 
�n�

�



� Upper Bounds

We now give an e�cient algorithm for the string recognition problem�

Theorem ��� Let x � wbn�kcv be a string of period k such that jxj � n� jwj � k and v is

a proper pre�x of w� There is an algorithm for recognizing the string x on an n processor

anonymous oriented ring with bit complexity O�nk � n�

k � if v � �� and O�nk � n logn� if

v �� ��

Proof The proof of the theorem consists of an e�cient input collection algorithm satisfy�

ing the requirements above� Recall that string x is known to all the processors� and let yp

be the input to processor p� The algorithm determines whether or not x is a rotation of the

input y�y� � � � yn��� Each processor p executes the following algorithm which is described

in several phases�

Phase � Processor p computes the period k of the given string x as well as strings

w� v such that v is a proper substring of w and in addition x � wtv� for some integer t � 
�

This is a local step executed initially by all the processors and does not contribute to the

overall bit complexity of the �nal algorithm�

Phase � Let k be the period of the string x as computed in Phase 
� Processor p

now computes hyp�i � � � i � �k � 
i and hyp�i � � � i � ki by executing the following

algorithm�

�� computing the right ��k � 
��neighbourhood �� send yp to the left�

for i � 
 to �k do send bit received from the right to the left od�

�� computing the left k�neighbourhood �� send yp to the right�

for i � 
 to k � 
 do send bit received from the left to the right od�





It will become apparent in the case v �� � �discussed in the sequel� why we need to compute

a ��k � 
��neighbourhood to the right and a k�neighbourhood to the left� For the time

being we will only use the left k�neighbourhood� Clearly� the bit complexity of Phase � is

O�nk��

Phase � Processor p executes the main part of the algorithm that determines whether

or not the given string is a rotation of the input� The rest of the algorithm depends on

whether or not v � ��

CASE v � �� During this phase processors send and receive three types of messages�

�yes�� �no� and �stop�� where �yes� indicates tentative agreement between the input y

and x� �no� indicates certain disagreement between between the input y and x� and �stop�

indicates certain agreement between the input y and x�

Let Up � hyp�i � � � i � ki be computed by processor p in Phase �� Processor p checks

if Up is a rotation of w and if not it sends a �no� and stops� If on the other hand it �nds

out that Up is the lexicographically maximal rotation of w it becomes a leader and sends

a �yes� message around the ring�

If a leader receives bnk c �yes�s then it broadcasts a �stop� indicating that y is a rotation

of x and stops� otherwise it broadcasts a �no� message and stops�

During the con�rmation stage at most bnk c processors participate �the leaders� i�e�� the

ones that have a lexicographically maximal rotation of w�� each of these processors sends

a �yes� around the ring �con�rming that it has a lexicographically maximal rotation of

w� and waits for bnk c �yes�s or a �no�� At most bnk c �yes�s are sent and each travels at

most n steps� At most 
 stop message is sent and travels n steps� Finally� if any processor

either has a k�neighbourhood which is not a rotation of w or receives a �no� message� it

�



sends it to its neighbour and does not transmit again� Thus the overall bit complexity of

this phase is O�n
�

k �� �The �yes�� �no�� and �stop� messages require only O�
� bits��

At the end of this phase all processors will know whether or not all processors have

seen a rotation of w� If indeed� all processors have seen a rotation of w then the string

y is accepted� else the string is rejected� The correctness of this last assertion is proved

in the sequel� In the following argument we assume that the strings x�w� v are as in the

statement of Theorem ��
�

If there exists a processor p � fi � �� � � � � n � 
g that does not see a rotation of the

input� this obviously implies y �� wt� and p will broadcast a message to stop the other

processors�

If all the processors have seen a rotation of the input� then y � wt must hold� Consider

w � w��� � w�w� � � � wk�� and let us assume to the contrary that there exists a processor

p whose left k�neighbourhood hyp�i � � � i � ki is the string w�l� � wl � � � wk��w� � � � wl���

where l � f�� � � � � k � 
g� but the k�neighbourhood of processor p� 
 is the string w�s� �

ws � � � wk��w� � � � ws��� where s � f�� � � � � n�
g� and w�s� �� w�l�
�� Since p and p�
 are

adjacent processors� their left k�neighbourhoods must have k � 
 bits that are the same�

i�e�� wl�� � � � wk��w� � � � wl�� � ws � � � wk��w� � � � ws��� Moreover� if w�s� �� w�l � 
�� then

wl �� ws��� and since we are working with binary strings� we have wl � ws���

Observe now that every rotation w�r� � wr � � � wk��w� � � � wr��� r � �� � � � � k � 
� of

the binary string w��� � w� � � � wk�� of length k has the same number of ones� therefore

the assumption that two rotations of w have a di�erent number of ones �since wl �� ws����

leads to a contradiction� If each processor sees a rotation of the input� then the string can

only be y � wt�

�



CASE v �� �� Assume that x � x� � � � xn�� � wtv� and v � v� � � � vl�� is a proper

pre�x of w of length l� i�e�� v � w� � � � wl��� We can easily prove the following�

Lemma ��� There exists a substring z � z� � � � zk�� of length k of x that has weight �i�e��

number of bits equal to 
� di	erent from the weight of w�

Proof The proof is straight forward and uses the fact that k is the period of x and v �� ��

�

Let Vp � hyp�i � � � i � kiShyp�i � � � i � �k � 
i be computed by processor

p in Phase �� In view of the representation of x in the form wtv it is an immediate

consequence of Lemma ��
 that there is a unique processor in the string x with a right

k�neighbourhood that is not a rotation of w� but such that the k�neighbourhoods of all k

processors to its left are indeed rotations of w and the k � 
 processors to its right have

the correct k�neighbourhoods� i�e�� substrings of the string wvw�

However� the converse of this is also true� in the sense that if the input string has

a unique position satisfying the above conditions� as well as the k � 
 processors to its

right have the correct k�neighbourhoods� and in addition all other processors have a k�

neighbourhood which is a rotation of w� then in fact the input string itself must be a

rotation of x� In the proof of the following lemma we assume that x � wbn
k
cv� bnk c � ��

The case x � wv can be solved using input collection with O�n�� bit complexity�

Lemma ��� If after Phase 
 of the algorithm there exists at least one processor whose

�k�bits string obtained in Phase 
 is di	erent from �k bits of the string w�vw�� then

y �� wbn
k
cv� If on the other hand all the processors have a �k�neighbourhood that is a

substring of w�vw�� then y � wbn
k
cv� or y � ws�vws�v � � � wsiv� for sj � �� j � 
� � � � i�

i � ��

�



Proof The �rst part of the proof is straightforward� For the second part let us now

assume that during Phase � two neighbouring processors obtain two �k�bit strings that are

substrings of w�vw�� and let us denote them by Z� � z� � � � z�k and Z� � z� � � � z�k��� We

will now show that the only strings that can occur are y � wbn
k
cv� or y � ws�vws�v � � � wsiv�

for sj � �� j � 
� � � � � i� i � �� When we try to build up a string under the restriction that

all processors have a correct �k�neighbourhood of x� four di�erent cases arise depending

on Z� and Z��


� Z� and Z� are both rotations of w��

�� Z� is a rotation of w� and Z� is a rotation of �k bits of w�vw�� but Z� �� w��

�� Z� is a rotation of �k bits of w�vw�� but Z� �� w�� and Z� is a rotation of w��

�� Both Z� and Z� are rotations of �k bits of w�vw�� but Z�� Z� �� w��

For each of the cases it is easy to show that either the resulting string is x or it contains

at least two substrings v� with all v�s separated by at least a w�� therefore proving the

lemma� �For more details of the proof refer to 	���� �

It is now easy to convert this characterization into an O�nk � n logn� algorithm for

determining whether or not the input string y is a rotation of x� The �rst two phases

are the ones previously described� During Phase � processors may receive one of three

types of messages� �no� and �stop� messages as above or a �counter� message containing

a value c which they increase by one and then forward�

Initially every processor p checks if Vp � hyp�i � � � i � kiShyp�i � � � i � �k � 
i is

a substring of w�vw� and if not broadcasts a �no� and stops�

�



If on the other hand p �nds out from Vp that it is in the unique position� it becomes

a leader and sends a counter c with initial value � around the ring�

If a leader receives a counter with c � n then it broadcasts a �no� message� otherwise

�if c � n� a �stop� message� and in both cases it stops�

The observations made above prove the correctness of the algorithm� Only one pro�

cessor can be in the unique position� If there is more than one� this situation is detected

by another processor in a unique position� by receiving c � n� Note that it is not possible

that every processor has w� as a neighbourhood since jxj � n cannot be divided by jwj�

�since jvj � jwj�� The bit complexity of the algorithm is straightforward� In the worst case

in last phase� a message of at most logn bits travels for n steps� The total bit complexity

of the algorithm� in the case v �� � is therefore O�nk � n logn�� This completes the proof

of Theorem ��
� �

We now present an algorithm that optimally recognizes a Kolmogorov random string

�i�e� almost every string� using ��n logn� bits� �The lower bound follows from 	

���

Theorem ��� Let x be a Kolmogorov random string of length n� There is an algorithm

for recognizing the string x on an n processor anonymous oriented ring with bit complexity

��n log n��

Proof As before� the input to any processor p consists of the string x and the bit yp�

In the algorithm we use a constant c that will be �xed more precisely below� Lemmas ���

and ��� below imply that� if the cdlog ne�neighbourhood of a processor coincides with one

of the strings contained in St
x � fx�r� � t j r � �� � � � � n� 
g �see Section 
���� then� for n

large enough� the input string y must be x or one of its rotations�


�



Let c � maxfc�� c��g� where c� and c�� are constants given in Lemma ��� and ��� below�

Processor p executes the following phases�

Phase � Compute and store St
x� for t � c log n� This is a local step and it does not

contribute to the overall bit complexity of the �nal algorithm�

Phase � Compute Wp � hyp�i � � � i � ti as in Phase � of algorithm above� i�e��

��computing the left t�neighbourhood�� send yp to the right�

for i � 
 to t� 
 do send bit received from the left to the right od�

then check whether the t�neighbourhood coincides with one of the strings contained in St
x�

The cost of this phase� in terms of bits transmitted� is O�n log n��

Phase � Processor p determines if the input string y is a rotation of x� Since x is

a Kolmogorov random string� if after t � 
 steps all the processors have seen strings of

St
x� then the input string y must be x �see Lemma ����� otherwise� if at least one �nds a

di�erent substring� it is not x� Now processor p executes the following�

if Wp �� St
x then broadcast a �no� message and stop

else if Wp is the maximal string in St
x

then send a counter c around the ring� �� counter c is only incremented by

processors who have seen an acceptable string ��

if a counter value c � n is received

then broadcast a �stop� message and stop

else �� c � n � or another processor has seen a not acceptable string

and has sent a stop �� broadcast a �no� message and stop

�







else �� Wp is not a maximal string ��

if an unacceptable string is seen

then broadcast a �no� message and stop

else if a counter c is received then broadcast c �� c� 


else ��a �no� or a �stop� is received�� broadcast the message

and stop �

�

�

�

We can now precisely de�ne a method to �nd the right value of c that justi�es the cor�

rectness of Phases � and � of the algorithm�

The following lemmas are easily derived from the results in 	
��� For a complete proof

see 	���

Lemma ��� Given a string x � x�x� � � � xn�� of length n� and an integer t � n� there

exists a constant c� � N � such that� if n is large enough� for each t � c� log n� if jSt
xj � n�

then x is not Kolmogorov random�

Lemma ��� There exists a constant c�� � N � such that� for n su�ciently large and for

all t � c�� logn� for any two strings x � x�x� � � � xn�� and y � y�y� � � � yn�� of length n� if

x is Kolmogorov random� and St
y 	 St

x� then x � y up to rotation�

If the input string y is x then from Lemma ��� there exists a unique leader since

only one processor sees a maximal substring� Therefore the bit complexity in this case


�



is O�
Plog n

i�� �i�i� 
�� � O�n� � O�n log n�� If the input string y is not x� then there are

at most n
c logn processors� that see the maximal string and that send a counter� In this

case the bit complexity is still O�n logn� � O�n� � O�n log n� since each counter will

stop after reaching the next of these processors� i�e�� c log n bit messages will travel for at

most n steps� The correctness of the algorithm is straightforward� If the input string y

is x� then there is a unique leader that acknowledges the fact that each processor has an

acceptable neighbourhood� and Lemma ��� states that this condition is su�cient� On the

other hand� if there is more than one leader� or at least one processor has an unacceptable

neighbourhood �and from Lemma ���� if the input string y is not x then this must happen��

then a �no� is sent and eventually all the processors will end their computation�

The overall bit complexity of these phases is O�n log n�� This completes the proof of

Theorem ���� �

� Lower Bounds

In this section we prove lower bounds for the string recognition problem� In the case of

Kolmogorov random strings we need only the lower bound of ��n logn� of 	

� and the

equivalent boolean function formulation of the string recognition problem stated in the

introduction� This lower bound implies the optimality of the algorithm given above� For

the case of x � wtv we have the following�

Theorem ��� Let x � wbn
k
cv be a string of period k such that jxj � n� jwj � k and v is

a proper pre�x of w� A lower bound for recognizing any n�ary string on an n processors

anonymous oriented ring is ��n log n� n�

k � if v � �� ��n logn� if v �� ��


�



Proof For both cases of v� the ��n log n� lower bound follows from 	

�� Hence we only

need to prove the ��n
�

k � lower bound for the case v � ��

By Theorem �
 in 	�� we know that a lower bound on the bit complexity of computing

a function can be derived as follows� Given two input con�gurations y and z of length

n� every algorithm that computes the function on input y requires at least
P�

i�� SI�y� i�

messages in the worst case� Here � is a constant� such that there exist two processors

p and q in the ring� for which p has the same ��neighbourhood in y as q in z� but their

output �at the end of the algorithm� is di�erent� SI�y� i� is the symmetry index function of

the string y� i�e�� the minimum number of processors with an equivalent i�neighbourhood

on input y�

Consider now the string recognition problem with an input string x � wbn
k
c� where

w � w�� w�� � � � wk and v � �� and run the algorithm with input con�gurations z �

wbn
k
c��w� � � � wk��wk� and y � x� There exist two processors p in y and q in z� that

have the same �bn
�
c � 
��neighbourhood� but their output for the problem is di�erent

since y � x� and z �� x� On input y there are at least
bn
k
c

�
processors with the same

�bn
�
c � 
��neighbourhood� so we have�

�X
i��

SI�y� i� �

bn
�
c��X

i��

bnk c
�

� bn
�
cb

n
k c
�

�

i�e�� the lower bound is ��n
�

k ���


�



� Conclusions and open problems

In this paper we have studied the string recognition problem on anonymous� asynchronous�

n�processor rings�

We have shown a ��n logn� bit complexity bound for Kolmogorov random strings�

which in turns implies this same bit complexity for almost all strings� For strings� with

period k� of the form x � wtv� t � 
� jwj � k� we have shown an O�nk�n logn� bit upper

bound when v �� � and an O�nk� n�

k � bit upper bound when v � �� When v � � we have

also shown an ��n logn� n�

k � bit lower bound which shows that the upper bound is tight�

for k � O�
p
n�� When v �� � the upper bound O�nk � n logn� is tight for k � O�log n��

An interesting open problem is to tighten these bounds in all cases�

As a �nal remark� we observe that the proof given for the string recognition problem

when x is a Kolmogorov random string can be modi�ed and extended to other networks

like tori� meshes� etc�
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